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ships in the British service. Besides it a monster 16-25-inch 111-
ton gun was designed; but with this only three ships were armed,
as its use reduced the number of big guns per ship from four to
two, which many held to be insufficient. All these weapons were
designed to use gunpowder,1 an explosive too quick and shat-
tering to be an ideal propellant Hence their heavily constructed
charge-chambers, and hence, too, their very short lives—they
could only be fired for a number of times so limited as severely to
restrict target-practice. Not only the original cAdmiraP class,
but the eight battleships laid down under the Naval Defence Act
1889 (Royal Sovereign class) carried these weapons. But even while
the latter were being completed, a new pattern of big guns was
designed to supersede them. These used cordite, a far better pro-
pellant, which made it possible to lighten the charge-chamber,
lengthen the barrel, and secure much higher velocities with a
lighter gun. The type most favoured had a is-inch calibre; it
originally weighed 46 tons, but was later increased to 50. The
earliest first-line battleships designed to carry them were the
Magnificent class, most of which also enjoyed the advantage of
being armoured with Harveyizcd steel. As it had something like
double the resistance of the 'compound* armour on the 'Admiral*
and Royal Sovereign types, the all-round superiority of the new
class can be seen.
These technical points explain the political history of naval
affairs in the period. Its main features arc the two 'scares'—that
of i888~9,2 which led to Lord George Hamilton's programme,
and that of 1893-4, which led to Lord Spencer's. The real argu-
ment was much the same on both occasions. In 1888 the
'Admiral' class (and similarly armed vessels in foreign navies)
had made obsolete all our earlier ships. That rendered it necessary
for us, not merely to add a unit or two, but to make a new fighting
fleet. As it was we had in 1889 onty fiye vessels carrying the
heavier types of breech-loader; and at a time when strategy dic-
tated the maintenance of two battleship fleets, one in the Mediter-
ranean and one at home, they were not enough to go round. A
disaster which occurred later (21 June 1893), when our two best
battleships in the Mediterranean collided, and one (the Victoria]
1 'Prism brown powder', rather slower burning than the black powder of daily
use, but essentially the same explosive.
a The *fire behind the smoke' in 1888 was a considered official report by three
admirals, expressing doubt whether the navy then reached a Two-Power standard.

